Updated SBL Exception Request Form

We’ve updated the SBL Exception Request Form to include a field for the Freddie Mac Pipeline ID number. This data is for FM record-keeping purposes. We have uploaded a three-step instructional document to help guide Sellers to the location of the FM Pipeline ID in the web-based pipeline.

SBL Underwriting and Analyst Workshop

Register today for our inaugural Underwriting and Analyst Workshop on Thursday, July 12. We will get hands-on with exercises and training related to Rent Roll and I&E, Sales and Rent Comps, Inspections, and Knowing Your Borrower.

Regional Loan Lab

If you have a Northeast or Southeast regional deal or portfolio of deals looking to close in the next month, consider bringing it to the Loan Lab on July 12. Meet with Freddie Mac personnel and get your commitment live and in person. The last day to register deals is July 6.